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The Politics of Influence: Bruce Beaver's Letters to Live Poets
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It's not that I wish to avoid
talking to myself or singing
the one-sided song.
It's simply that I've come to be
more conscious of the community
world-wide of live, mortal poets. [1]

In his celebrated livre composé Letters to Live Poets, Bruce Beaver forged a poetry of the suffering,
narcissistic self, deeply estranged from an «uglier than ugly» (II) society and in constant danger of
disintegrating into madness. Beaver's undisguised solipsism is remarkable even for a confessional poet.

In one of his most personal collections,Life Studies, Robert Lowell could still ventriloquise a poem like «A
Mad Negro Soldier Confined at Munich.» [2] Beaver's subject matter, however, is entirely dominated and

bounded by his self. Reading him, one feels one is reading him, unprotected by literary personae and
stripped of objectivist pretensions. Other people strike him as unbearably stupid, hateful or unfeeling,
while the few palliatives to his anguish only drive him further from his fellow man: «I still look up, I know
the sky / is soiled with rubbish orbiting. / As yet it doesn't hide the stars» (IV).

Could anything be further from political engagement, which presupposes a meaningful interaction

between two selves - in short, a conversation - than Beaver's misanthropic self-absorption? Let us begin
to answer the question by resurrecting three conversations. The first took place between Rilke and a
journalist toward the end of the great poet's life. Asked whether his poetry was at all motivated by social
concern, Rilke responded: «People would be mistaken to allocate any of my strivings to this category. An
element of human sympathy, of fraternal feeling comes naturally to me to be sure. […] But what totally
distinguishes such a cheerful and natural attention from 'social concern', as people understand it, is a
complete disinclination, even distaste, for changing anyone's situation, or, as the saying goes, improving
it. No one's situation in the world is such that it could not be of peculiar benefit to his soul.» [3] In the
second conversation, a 1976 interview between Beaver and Thomas Shapcott, the poet recalled how,
working as a labourer, «I completely lost my respect for the Working Man. Or Woman, as you wish. And
found out that they are just as neurotic, just as lazy, just as beastly, as the monsters that employ
them.»[4] Beaver concluded: «What I would like to see would be a world of elitists. All helping one
another to be more and more elitist.» [5] The third conversation transpired in 1975, this time between
Beaver and John Beston. Asked who were his favourite poets, Beaver replied: «Rilke and Po Chü-i. I was
reading translations of Rilke in 1948, and imitating him in the earliest poetry that I threw away.» [6]

Three conversations; perhaps four. This essay will hinge upon that perhaps. What conditions would have

to be fulfilled in order that a conversation take place between Beaver and Rilke? And if two poets so
immensely separated in time and space could converse across their aristocratic aloneness, would this
somehow negate the political quietism with which confessionalism can be confused, and into which it
can easily slip? Can poetic influence, crossing the threshold of the circumscribed self, generate a space
for «social concern» seemingly at odds with the poet's misanthropy? Or is the conversation illusory,
merely a reflection of the poet's own selective preoccupations?

It might be objected that such questions impose a stodgy Marxist agenda upon a much more
complicated tissue of problems; that it is aesthetically insensitive to hunt for «social concern» in a poetry
that demands to be read on its own terms. Yet these terms are already deeply political, and not just by
virtue of the familiar historical axiom that the hermit can tell us as much about a society as the wealthy

burgher. As its title suggests, Letters to Live Poets is a collection of open letters, of all literary genres
perhaps the most politically charged. While this form offers the reader the intimacy and candour usually
reserved for the second person, the sanctity of a private correspondence remains unviolated, insofar as
the possibility of publication guides the author from the outset. We can even apply Beaver's later

description of Rilke to his own poetic practice in Letters, without imputing any cynical motives: «he was



writing / one of his calculatingly-aimed-at / later-publication letters.» [7] The open letter's thou thus
becomes a convenient fiction, knowingly embracing the onlookers as well as the putative addressee. It
thereby potentially shelters the polemical force of a manifesto beneath its modest and confiding
appearance.

Beaver deploys this force sparingly but to great effect. Letters begins with what is recognisably an
anti-Vietnam War poem. Yet even as the narrator of the poem urges the poet's responsibility to register a
protest, he turns his back on human society. Beaver's «Working Man» appears here only as «shark-

watchers […] who if they thought at all / Would think me some kind of ghoul», while the «Working
Woman» is represented, outrageously, as a Surfers' Paradise «gilded coin-slot.» The addressee - in this
case the American poet Frank O'Hara, the news of whose squalid death prompted the entire book [8] -

tenuously connects Beaver's political activism with an almost violent disgust for the polites , much as the
bridge, in the title poem of Beaver's earlier collection, links the «hard day's labour» of the commuters
with the unobtrusive urban pastoral unfolding underneath. [9] Suffering subject and hostile, impersonal
object coalesce around the addressee:

Writing to you […]
sends the president parliament's head on a platter;
writes Vietnam like a four-letter
word in blood and faeces on the walls
of government; reminds me when
the intricate machine stalls
there's a poet still living at this address.

Craig Powell likens this last line to Auden's «All I have is a voice», but the difference is crucial, the
perilous «still» that separates poetic creativity from encroaching sterility and conformity. [10] This «still»
makes explicit what is only implied in this poem's principal model, Lowell's «For the Union Dead.» [11]
There, the poetic persona could presumably find an Archimedean point from which to denounce the
«savage servility» of American society. Here, the weight comes to be placed much more obviously on the
speaking «I» holding out against the «intricate machine.» To draw a crude but revealing comparison,
there are only three instances of the word «I» in Lowell's poem. In Beaver's, which is roughly the same
length, the «I» crops up twenty times, its efflourescence signalling its spectacular demise: the first
person become last person as it makes way for a «sliding anonymity.»

Two dangers threaten this defiant and marginalised «I», the one forced by external circumstances, the
other arising internally; Beaver remains very conscious of both throughout the book. The decision to

«build within» when confronted by the «giant silos of power born of the Zeitgeist»(Rilke [12] ) risks the
invention of a private and esoteric symbolism, an interior universe only partially accessible to the
Johnsonian common reader. Shane McCauley notes, unjustly, how «much of the knowledge he [Beaver]

is attempting to share is lost because it depends on an a priori acceptance of communication.»[13]
Although McCauley underestimates the extent to which Beaver makes an artistic virtue of his alienation -
and we will see how this alienation is itself both affirmed and mitigated by an intertextual communality -
the potential for a breakdown in communication is never far away, as Beaver seems to acknowledge in
the opening letter: «It's not that I wish to avoid / talking to myself or singing / the one-sided song.»

The omnipresence of «the machine / beyond protest» means, secondly, that the poet must renounce his
claim to being society's representative - a notion still present in the institution of the poet laureate - if he
is to represent society. Beaver can only develop his voice from a position of radical non-identity, but the
danger remains that this enormous strain, nowhere more clearly felt than in the second letter, should

extend to the poet's self -identity, leading to a splintering of the psyche or «menagerie of self» (XII).
Alienation from the self accompanies an alienation of the self:«how may I, tentatively sane, / comment
sensibly upon / a wider spread insanity?» (XV). Yet the articulation of Beaver's despairing question,
directed, even if rhetorically, toward another «live poet», already contributes to its overcoming. The
formal constraints imposed by the letter not only unify and specify the poet's audience, but also the poet
himself, concretising the writing subject through his relationship with the recipient. Because it
presupposes that very possibility of communication which McCauley casts into doubt, letter-writing
disciplines what Martin Duwell calls «the self as a coalition of forces always at the point of turning on
each other and beginning a civil war.» [14] Reminded of its reliance upon the not-I, the ego steps back
from its self-sundering into schizophrenia, as well as its delusional absolutisation.

Letter XIII strikingly illustrates this structural dependence upon the addressee qua psychic coagulant.



The newspaper vendor whom the poet regards bears all the characteristics of a Tiresias: he is
«androgynous»; he «seems privy to all our desire»; he «knows us all better than / we know ourselves.»
But the poet, too, is a Tiresias, for he sees the newspaperman seeing everything, and tries to pierce him
to the marrow: «He knows they suffer / hurting him. He licks their wounds, / proffering his own.» On both
sides, however, the judgment is incomplete, the gaze impenetrable. For his part, the vendor «fears my
eyes - is it the child before it's hurt?», while the poet's analysis ends indecisively: «Are you, after all, / the
hypocrite I think you are?» Two Tiresiases scrutinise each other shiftily, uncannily, unfathomably. At the
beginning of the final stanza they are revealed as the split personalities of a single Tiresias:

Myself as melancholy as
Tiresias in two minds
burning to tell you, my poets,
of this fear: his mad indictment.

The poet's alter ego here appears as something like the Freudian id, the «bastard scion of the river god»
(another Rilkean allusion [15] ) who «knows us all better than / we know ourselves.» Yet an authentic
Tiresias, in order to «have foresuffered all,» [16] cannot be divided against himself, «in two minds.» Each
Tiresias must obliterate its rival if it is to attain genuine omniscience; but this would herald that psychic
civil war to which Duwell refers. For the first time in the poem, at this moment of agonised deadlock, the
poet addresses a specific audience: «burning to tell you, my poets, / of this fear.» So long as the poet

can salvage a single, outward-directed voice from his «two minds», so long as he can contain his alter

ego in the second person, the split is not irreconcilable. The last line, «I beg you to remember me as
truthful», which suggests we read the letter retrospectively as a suicide note, might just represent the
poet's lifeline.

The epistolary form, then, makes possible an embryonic politics through tempering the poet's
misanthropic, hermetic and self-destructive tendencies. It does not, however, guarantee the conversation
which I posited above as the essential precondition for political engagement. Letter XIV begins: «This to
myself: an audience / gets in the way of writing.» This poem could be the only one in the book in which
Beaver reveals the truth behind his fictional apostrophising: that the same old Bruce Beaver lurks behind
every protean transformation of the addressee; that the «live poets of my knowing» (XXXIV) are all
functions of the fractured self; and that this semblance of intersubjectivity - which is actually an

intrasubjectivity - rather than curing Beaver of his solipsism, merely confirms it. Only if the poetic form

induces what might be dubbed a conversification - a multivocal poetry in which Beaver's dominant voice
jostles with that of other poets in a kind of electromagnetic field - can a genuine interaction be said to
have taken place.

Let us examine Beaver's addressee more closely. He is always someone who, having also survived «the
inner holocaust of consciousness» (XV), will understand the harrowing experiences described by Beaver.
In Letter VI, one of the strongest in the book, Beaver consoles himself by contemplating the pain of those
kindred spirits who went before him: Burns, Coleridge, Graves, Beethoven, Nietzsche, Valéry and Freud.
Yet this poem's addressee, rather than being the poet's equal, is something of a master figure, at once
wiser, more self-assured, but also less sensitive to «Pain, the problem of»:

You may have an
answer ready. I, only the
long-winded question breaking words
up and down the crooked line,
the graph of pain.

In other letters, too, the poet distinguishes himself from his addressee by the impotence and paranoid
impressionability with which he faces his problems:

But you've stood as I have, seeing
yourself summed up in a delicatessen
window, a disembodied being, […]
a pig's foot among the coprolitic pickles.
You've looked once and moved on. I stay,
see movement when I look about me,
colour everywhere. (II)



Similarly, in Letter XV, Beaver writes how «You would have alluded to most of this / as a fable» before
going on to explain why he is incapable of an adequate creative response to the barbarism of the age.
This power imbalance between writer and recipient, which recalls the Augustinian origins of the
confessional mode, suggests an almost vatic influence: the recipient as a kind of solar power which,
drawing the poet into its orbit (and is not the apostrophe a gravitational symptom?), allows him to
surmount his despair in its enfolding fastness. The poet's own voice is not thereby destroyed, for the
unequal association makes him proudly aware of the vulnerability which necessitated it. «You've looked
once and moved on. I stay» can be read, not just as an admission of transfixed weakness, but as an
assertion of determined self-exploration; while Beaver's failure to transform late 1960s Australia into a
«fable» or «personal lyric» gives way to a brilliantly tortured account of why this should be so.

More illuminating with regard to the question of influence are those voices which, murmuring alongside
the author's «I», prove all the more powerful for being unacknowledged. I have already mentioned the
opening letter's indebtedness to Lowell, which at first glance appears strictly thematic. Beaver, like the
narrator of «For the Union Dead», uses the image of a giant aquarium to suggest, in the words of
Christopher Ricks, «that humanity is preying on itself like monsters of the deep.» [17] (Beaver himself
was somewhat coy about his debt to Lowell: «the strongest influence from Lowell,» he tells Shapcott,
«was that my original draft had no rhymes, but I'd read somewhere that Lowell sometimes stuck rhymes
on: and it worked.» [18] ) Yet there is another, subtler Lowell in the same poem, whose elegiac tone can
be detected in the first lines: «God knows what was done to you. / I may never find out fully.» Compare
the beginning of Lowell's «Sailing Home from Rapallo», addressed to his dead mother: «Your nurse
could only speak Italian, / but after twenty minutes I could imagine your final week, / and tears ran down
my cheeks…» [19] There is an obvious thematic parallel here as well: both poems attempt to ascertain
the truth of the subject's death by bypassing the normal channels of communication, which have broken
down, and appealing directly to the addressee. The most instructive difference between these two
examples of Lowellian influence, however, is the utterly individual manner in which Beaver has
transformed his source in the latter case. The appropriation of «For the Union Dead», while undoubtedly
effective, reads like an adapted quotation or transliteration, a cunning example of Eliot's great artist as
stealer. Beaver's originality lies in integrating the transplanted image into the body of the poem, much as
a clever surgeon saves the life of his patient through implanting an artificial organ. The image benefits

the poem because of its foreignness, like a «lift from the gift horse» (I). This sort of prosthetic

intertextuality is characteristic of Beaver's style throughout Letters to Live Poets; I have already
endeavoured to show how it is bound up with the heteronomous «you.»

«Sailing Home from Rapallo» undergoes a much more radical metamorphosis. Where Lowell is
conversational (note the smooth hypotaxis) and prone to an almost maudlin sentimentality (the ellipsis
after «and tears ran down her cheeks» suggests the speaker's grief passing into the ineffable - or the
bathetic), Beaver moulds his emotion into terse, matter-of-fact periods, imbuing his apostrophe with a
stoic lucidity. This difference arises partly, of course, from the dissimilar circumstances surrounding the
poems' composition: one would not elegise one's own mother in the same manner as a New York poet
one had never met. Beaver politicises Lowell's personal lyric by treating the obfuscation surrounding
O'Hara's death as symbolic of a larger deception: «The truth reaches us slowly here, / is delayed in the
mail continually / or censored in the tabloids.» The barrier that initially separated Lowell from a clear
understanding of the event (the nurse's babble) petrifies into the bureaucratese of a militaristic state,
concealing murder behind its innocuous slogans: «Apparently none of this / is happening to us.»
Communication between two isolated poets becomes accordingly precarious; indeed, Beaver's vigilance
borders on the paranoid fantasy of the conspiracy theorist.

What holds him back, in the passage I am examining, is the immanent evidence of just such

communication - not with O'Hara, but with Lowell. In an example of what Harold Bloom calls apophrades
or the return of the dead, Beaver has retroactively changed the way we read Lowell. [20] Because
Beaver's poem can be read as an enciphered response to Lowell's (rather than the skilful adaptation of

an objet trouvé, as was the case with «For the Union Dead»), we now read Lowell's poem as an

enciphered letter to Beaver. Lowell's «after twenty minutes I could imagine your final week» provokes
Beaver's «I may never find out fully» as an intensifier and gentle refutation, as if Beaver were pointing out
the illusoriness of the relative transparency assumed by Lowell (the opacity of the public sphere, that is,
has extended to the very heart of interpersonal relations). Ironically, this subterranean exchange
mitigates the alienation and hopelessness expressed by the poet: Beaver communicates to the

addressee (and beyond, to the reader) a breakdown in communication by communicating with Lowell.

Beaver's creative response to «Sailing Home from Rapallo» is thus doubly political. Not only does



Lowell's plangent lyricism, tautened and sobered up, enter an explicitly political narrative («you had been
run down on a beach / by a machine», the same «intricate machine» that blindly perpetuates the
Vietnam conflict), but this appropriation is itself political, regardless of its content. By definition,
communication depends upon communality, a shared space which encompasses «the natural agon /
whipping us into life between / a birth and a death» (XV). Without this space, the interaction I have
discerned here between two poetic subjects (in both senses of the term) would be unthinkable. Even in
the depths of his aloneness, it enables Beaver to draw strength from the society of live poets, much as
the ascetic on his mountaintop finds his suffering anticipated by thousands before him.

These poets, most of whom are empirically dead, are hailed by Beaver as «live, mortal poets» precisely
because, in a very tangible way, their letters can be answered and returned: «Moving about the
circumference / I pause each day / and speak to you and you» (I). Beaver flattens the relentless dialectic
of tradition - «the tyranny of history, / that shambles of old blood and bones»(XV) - into a convivial
synchronicity, so that Rilke, Lowell and so on come to sit together around the proverbial table at the
British Museum. This idealisation of spirit escapes a vapid theosophism through a parallel emphasis on
spirit's mortality, its this-worldliness. Beaver does not retreat into his imaginative (although by no means
imaginary) community to lick his wounds; rather, he uses it as the engine of dissent.

Consider the passage I quoted above from the conclusion of the opening letter: «[…] writes Vietnam like
a huge four-letter / word in blood and faeces on the walls / of government.» This line recalls Blake's
powerful image from «London», perhaps the most famous radical poem in the English language: «And
the hapless soldier's sigh / Runs in blood down palace walls.» [21] Beaver does not treat Blake with the
reverence usually accorded the emasculated pantheon set up by the culture industry, but instead
subjects him to a quite violent modernisation. He translates Blake's late-eighteenth century firebrand
rhetoric into the terms of the 1960s, so that the «palace walls» become «the walls / of government»,
while the bloody «soldier's sigh» mutates into an obscene graffito. In a manner reminiscent of Lowell's
own translations, Beaver subordinates the conservative goal of fidelity to the text to the higher demand of
fidelity to the spirit - which includes, rather than negates, the political. Hearing Blake's voice, Beaver has
allowed that voice to enter his own, so that, emerging from the formaldehyde of his commodification,
Blake speaks again as a «live, mortal poet.» «The mighty dead return,» writes Bloom, «but they return in
our colors.»[22]

We can perhaps see now why, even though the beach, the old houses, the parks and the streets of his

native Manly unerringly mark the boundaries of his poetic terrain, even though Letters to Live Poets «is
the first extended account of a suburb in modern Australian poetry», [23] Beaver should so vehemently
reject the attribution (or accusation) of parochialism. Beaver distances himself from the stupidity, narrow-

mindedness and slumbering ressentiment he sees in suburban Australia by identifying with a
supranational community, a «world of elitists.» «I would rather be a minor world poet than a big
Australian poet,» he comments in one interview. [24] One could argue fruitlessly about the causality
here: does Beaver's misanthropy lead him to claim membership in a more congenial virtual community of
world poets, or is this misanthropy actually the product of a quixotically pathological imagination
stimulated by such reading? What is important is that, rather than being 'sublimated' into the apathetic
«complete disinclination, even distaste, for changing anyone's situation, or, as the saying goes,
improving it» of a Rilke, Beaver's antisocial feelings are alchemised, in the crucible of a disembodied

poetic Internationale , into a meaningful and concrete «social concern.» Letter XVII, which concludes on

a characteristically Rilkean note - «The wind is rising … we must try to live!» [25] - also describes
«business people», in a spirit closer to Frank Hardy, as «white worms that seethe in filth.»

Beaver thus establishes a poetic convers(ific)ation through immersion in a poetic constituency, in the
double sense of an objective, demarcated body of supporters (Beethoven, Nietzsche, Valéry, etc.) and
the subjective act through which this body is constituted as such. The formal constraints imposed by the
letter and a multivocal intertextuality connect the psychically stabilising reality of the former ('I am one of
you…') with the self-grounding ideality of the latter ('… but only insofar as you are like me; I am the only
thing you have in common, and the constituency would evaporate without me'). Beaver articulates this
missing link in a different way in the last words of the book:

Elsewhere destinies
erupting blood and semen, the drivelling
race-rotting dialectics of war.

Here the affirming flame of friendship.
I set the seal on a book of letters



never to be posted, ever
to the live poets of my knowing,
not all writers, yet all conscious
of the gift of the living word.

The common reader, whom McCauley thinks alienated by Beaver, can also enrol in the constituency
through sharing in its almost messianic awareness of «the gift of the living word.» Although focussed on
spirit, Beaver's community is thus avowedly rooted in this world, just as Lowell and Blake- and I could

have chosen other examples - are interrogated by Beaver as live poets, poets who are still capable of
speaking and responding to him.

The American influences on Letters to Live Poets, particular the influence of American confessional

poetry, are well documented, and prompt James Tulip to call Letters «the most American work to have
come out of Australia.» [26] In these final lines, however, an unmistakably German influence can be felt:

the prophetic voice of Hölderlin, thundering down the centuries. One thinks of the himmlische Gaaben

(heavenly gifts) and lebendiges Wort(living word) which recur in different guises throughout his poetry;
one thinks, too, of the Hölderlinian poet, teetering this side of madness, mediating between the divine
source and the people. And one thinks, above all, of «Brod und Wein.» In an autobiographical section of

his recent collection Anima, Beaver recalls how, as a young man, he marvelled over this very poem,
which is also addressed to another live poet. [27] Hölderlin's lines beautifully encapsulate my argument:
[28]

But, my friend, […] meanwhile too often I think it's
Better to sleep than to be friendless as we are, alone,
Always waiting, and what to do or say in the meantime
I don't know, and who wants poets at all in lean years?
But they are, you say, like those holy ones, priests of the wine-god
Who in holy Night roamed from one place to the next.

My friend, we are friendless: a formula that is only apparently paradoxical. For Hölderlin introduces here
a scarcely translatable distinction:«Aber Freund,» but, my friend, «besser zu schlafen, wie so ohne
Genossen zu seyn,» better to sleep than to be friendless as we are. Between the genuine intimacy of

Freund and the casual companionship of Genosse (pal, comrade: a Zeitgenosse is a contemporary)

looms the poet's aloneness. Among Freunde, we have no need of Genossen; drawing strength from

Freunde, we become a sacral community; bearing «the affirming flame of friendship», confirmed in our
aloneness, we stand fast upon this earth; and it is upon this earth, not in some vague transcendental
fellowship, that we minister to the people «the gift of the living word.» If there is elitism here, it is an
elitism of equals, open to new members, receptive to new influences. Solidarity might be its other name.
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